Abstract. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system and Γ be a group of automorphisms of W such that γ(S) = S for all γ ∈ Γ. Then it is known that the group of fixed points W Γ is again a Coxeter group with a canonically defined set of generators. The usual proofs of this fact rely on the reflection representation of W . Here, we give a proof which only uses the combinatorics of reduced expressions in W . As a by-product, this shows that the length function on W restricts to a weight function on W Γ .
If W is finite, this is due to Steinberg [6, §11] ; for general (W, S), see Hée [3] or Lusztig [5, Appendix] . The proofs in [loc. cit.] rely on properties of the reflection representation of W . The proof that we shall give here is based on notes of a course on Coxeter groups given by the second-named author at EPFL in 2004. It proceeds somewhat more directly by using only the combinatorics of reduced expressions of elements in W .
A key role is played by dihedral groups and distinguished coset representatives with respect to a parabolic subgroup of W (see, for example, [2, §2.1]). Also recall that a parabolic subgroup W I is finite if and only if there exists an element u ∈ W I such that l(su) < l(u) for all s ∈ I, in which case we have u = w I ; note also that w Γ . Then we can write w = w J 1 · · · w Jr where J i ∈S and l(w) = l(w J 1 ) + . . . + l(w Jr ). Furthermore, if s ∈ S is such that l(sw) < l(w), then we can choose J 1 such that s ∈ J 1 . In particular, W Γ = w I | I ∈S .
Proof. Induction on l(w). If l(w) = 0, then w = 1 and there is nothing to prove. Now let l(w) > 0 and s ∈ S be such that l(sw) < l(w). Let J 1 be the Γ-orbit of s ; since l(sw) < l(w), we have l(γ(s)w) = l(γ(sw)) < l(w) for all γ ∈ Γ and, hence, l(tw) < l(w) for all t ∈ J 1 . Let now X J 1 = {x ∈ W | l(tx) > l(x) for all t ∈ J 1 } be the set of distinguished right coset representatives of W J 1 in W . We can write w = ux where
for all t ∈ J 1 . So we conclude that l(tu) < l(u) for all t ∈ J 1 . Hence, W J 1 must be finite and u = w J 1 ∈ W Γ . But then we also have x ∈ W Γ and we can continue with x by induction.
In what follows, to simplify notation, we shall write w = x • y if w, x, y ∈ W are such that w = xy and l(w) = l(x) + l(y). Thus, in the setting of Lemma 2, we can write
Remark 3. Let I, J ∈S and assume that I = J. Let K := I ∪ J. Applying Lemma 2 to W K shows that W Γ K = w I , w J is a dihedral group. Suppose that there exists some
Being a dihedral group, the order of W Γ K is 2m for some m ∈ N. The elements of W Γ K are products of the form w I w J w I · · · or w J w I w J · · · , with at most m factors; furthermore, two such products (one starting with w I and one starting with w J ) are equal if and only if there are exactly m factors in each of them. This also shows that l(y)
Indeed, by Lemma 2, we can write
. . with, say p 1, terms, and also Proof. Induction on l(w). If l(w) = 0, then w = 1 and there is nothing to prove. Now assume that l(w) > 0; then r 1 and p 1. If
for all s ∈ K} be the set of distinguished coset representatives of W K in W . We can write w = u • x where u ∈ W K and x ∈ X K . We have l(sw) < l(w) for all s ∈ K and so l(su) < l(u) for all s ∈ K. Hence, by Remark 3, W K must be finite and u = w K ∈ W Γ K . Then we also have x ∈ W Γ and so, by Lemma 2, we can write x = w L 1 • . . . • w Lq where L i ∈S. Now consider the identities:
Cancelling w J 1 on the left on both sides, we deduce that
By induction, we conclude that r − 1 = (m − 1) + q. Applying the same argument to
also yields p − 1 = (m − 1) + q. Consequently, we obtain r = p, as desired. Proof. Induction on p. If p = 0 or 1, then the assertion is clear. Now assume that p 2 and set w ′ := w J 2 · · · w Jp ∈ W Γ . Then λ(w ′ ) = p − 1 and so, by induction,
. Thus, w = w J 1 • w ′ and the desired assertion is proved. On the other hand, if l(sw ′ ) < l(w ′ ) for some s ∈ J 1 , then we can also find an expression
and so λ(w) < p, a contradiction. Hence, this case does not occur.
In particular, the restriction of l to W Γ is a weight function in the sense of Lusztig [5] . 
Since (W, S) is a Coxeter system, the "Exchange Condition" holds. Recall that this means the following. Let w ∈ W and s ∈ S. Let p = l(w) and w = s 1 · · · s p where s i ∈ S. If l(sw) l(w), then there exists some i ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that sw = s 1 · · · s i−1 s i+1 · · · s p . We can now show that the pair (W Γ , {w I | I ∈S}) also satisfies this "Exchange Condition" and, hence, (W Γ , {w I | I ∈S}) is a Coxeter system; see Bourbaki [1, Chap. IV, n o 1.6]. In combination with Corollary 6, this will complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition 7. Let w ∈ W Γ and I ∈S. Let p = λ(w) and w = w J 1 · · · w Jp where J i ∈S. If λ(w I w) λ(w), then there exists some i ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that w I w = w J 1 · · · w J i−1 w J i+1 · · · w Jp .
Proof. If we had l(sw) > l(w) for all s ∈ I, then w ∈ X I and so l(w I w) = l(w I ) + l(w). Hence, Corollary 6 would imply that λ(w I w) = λ(w I ) + λ(w) > λ(w), contrary to our assumption. Thus, there exists some s ∈ I such that l(sw) l(w). Further note that, by Lemma 5, we have w = w J 1 • . . . • w Jp . Taking reduced expressions for all w J i , we obtain a reduced expression for w. Since the "Exchange Condition" holds for (W, S), there exists an index i ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that sw = w J 1 · · · w J i−1 xw J i+1 · · · w Jp
